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King Henry’s Commands

I COMMAND that a royal coach 15 meters 
in length be built to carry me to the ball.

I COMMAND that a royal table be built that 
is 2 dekameters in length to seat the royal 
family for dinner.

I COMMAND that a royal comb be made 
that is 17 centimeters in length to comb my 
royal hair.

I COMMAND that a royal throne be built 
that is 900 decimeters in height from which 
I may rule over my royal subjects.

I COMMAND that a royal doghouse be 
built for the royal great dane that is 5000 
millimeters in length.

I COMMAND that a royal sword be made 
that is 16 decimeters in length to slay the 
dragons that threaten the royal kingdom.

I COMMAND that a royal tub be made that 
will hold 142 liters of water for my royal 
bath. 

I COMMAND that a royal flower vase be 
made that will hold 214 centiliters water for 
the royal roses.
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I COMMAND that a royal trough be made 
that will hold 23 dekaliters of water for the 
royal horses in the royal stables.

I COMMAND that a royal pitcher be made 
that will hold 8 hectoliters of chocolate milk 
for my royal birthday party celebration.

I COMMAND that a royal bowl be made that 
will hold 6 deciliters of royal stew for my 
royal supper.

I COMMAND that a royal plate with a 
jeweled edge be made that weighs 3 
hectograms for my royal supper.

I COMMAND that a royal crown be 
designed that weighs 398 grams for my 
royal self to wear to the royal ball.

I COMMAND that a royal statue of myself 
be built that weighs 567 kilograms to be 
placed in the royal town square.

I COMMAND that a royal goblet encrusted 
with jewels be designed that weighs 986 
decigrams for my royal self to use every day 
to drink my chocolate milk.

I COMMAND that a royal scepter be 
designed that weighs 64 dekagrams to be 
used at royal knighting ceremonies.

Math Standard IV-2–Activities

 

 

 

 


